Breeding Cell Penetrating Peptides: Optimization of Cellular Uptake by a Function-Driven Evolutionary Process.
In nature, building block-based biopolymers can adapt to functional and environmental demands by recombination and mutation of the monomer sequence. We present here an analogous, artificial evolutionary optimization process which we have applied to improve the functionality of cell-penetrating peptide molecules. The "evolution" consisted of repeated rounds of in silico peptide sequence alterations using a genetic algorithm followed by in vitro peptide synthesis, experimental analysis, and ranking according to their "fitness" (i.e., their ability to carry the cargo carboxyfluorescein into cultured cells). The genetic algorithm-based optimization method was customized and adapted from former successful applications in the lab to realize an early convergence and a minimum number of in vitro and in silico processing steps by configured settings derived from empirical in silico simulation. We started out with 20 "lead peptides" which we had previously identified as top performers regarding their ability to enter cultured cells. Ten breeding rounds comprising 240 peptides each yielded a peptide population of which the top 10 candidates displayed a 6-fold (median values) increase in its cell-penetration capability compared with the top 10 lead peptides, and two consensus sequences emerged which represent local fitness optima. In addition, the cell-penetrating potential could be proven independently of the carboxyfluorescein cargo in an alternative setting. Our results demonstrate that we have established a powerful optimization technology that can be used to further improve peptides with known functionality and adapt them to specific applications.